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“Imagine a world in which every single person 
on the planet is given free access to the sum of 
all human knowledge. That’s what we’re doing“                                                                            
- Jimmy Wales

-> barriers in access and editing
-> content deficits
-> barriers in participation 
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Wikipedia

= online encyclopedia made up by volunteer contributions 
based on valid citations

5.2 million articles in English version, overall 40 million wiki-
pages
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Impact of Wikipedia

-> #7 visited website in the world
-> The #1 source a lot of people go to 
for the first impression on a subject
-> 15 billion page views per month
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7.3 billion total
3.4 access
3.9 no access
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Edits per million speakers
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Solutions for imbalance in geographic distribution

-> support Wikipedians and networks existing in these 
countries 
-> provide them with necessary tools (access to literature, 
hardware, technical support)
-> GLAM initiatives (making knowledge stored in archives, 
libraries and museums accessible -> getting people that are 
interested in publishing and sharing knowledge involved)
-> make it easier to read and edit wikipedia through     
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The average Wikipedian
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The average Wikipedian
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Why women don’t edit

-> Editing interface not userfriendly
-> Time constraints
-> Lack of self confidence
-> Conflict averse/ hostile tone
-> More likely to have first edits reverted
-> Misogyny
-> Lack of social community
-> Default gender male (German, Protu-
guese)
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Sue Gardner 25 % by 2015

A how to from “Unlocking the clubhouse”

-> women recruit other women
-> stage and recruit women only
-> don’t get dissuaded by opposition
-> work to create and protect female     
-> friendly environment
-> emphasize social impact
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Examples from Berlin
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Women edit
-> now WomenEdit
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Wikiwomen Unterwegs
User: FCT Berlin
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Women Wikipedia Design
User: Earlyspatz
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Solutions for imbalance in gender

-> support female wikipedians from inside the community 
to help other women become members of the community
-> initiatives similar to WomenEdit etc.
-> women projects like “Women Scientists” 
-> mechanism for help in cases of harassment (reporting 
buttons etc. see Inspire Campaign against harassment) and 
also support from the community in not tolerating    
harassment
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Wikipedias System

-> Any one (with access) can read
-> Anyone can edit
-> Edits from new users have to be approved
-> edits can be reverted by administrators/ beaurocrats
-> Peer- review system of an online community made of  
    volunteers
-> Articles can be flagged as lacking quality
-> Users and IP addresses can be blocked
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An Example from Iran

A highschool student named Dulab Amir embarassed the 
soccer presenter Sarhang Alifar Nationally by outing him as 
using Wikipedia as a source for his commentary
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he gets his information from 
Wikipedia. Tomorrow I’m going 
to change the name of the archi-
tect to mine. 
You should have taken another 
one. It’s too obvious.
He’s not going to notice.
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Problems of the system (Full measure interview with    
Gregory Kohs)

-> Blocking / Harassment of users not for vandalism but for  
    trying to insert minority opinions or actually re-editing an       
    article in which information is misrepresented
-> Agenda editing (political, personal, financial, paid editing)
-> When admins/ experienced users misuse their power to op         
    press minority views or information
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Based in San Franciso, USA

“empower and engage people around the world to 
 collect and develop educational content under a free 
license or in the public domain, and to disseminate it ef-
fectively and globally”
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Imbalance between Wikmedia and the community

-> Difficult for chapters in other countries to run long term 
projects because of 1 year budget restraints
-> Chapters receive guidelines on how to spend the budget 
from America (indirect control on what chapters do)
-> Fluctuation in personel makes a long term learning and a 
learning from mistakes difficult
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What the community wants

-> Involvement in new software/ feature development
-> Participation in the board as most of the core project is cre-
ated by volunteer contributions (articles on WP)
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Conclusion

-> A great collection of knowledge that is usefull in lives of 
many people who have access to the site
-> Worth fighting for and continuing to work on
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Proposals for the future

-> Funding and participation for diversity projects (GLAM, 
Wikipedian in Residence, WomenEdit etc)
-> To counter imbalance, focus should be laid on long term 
projects that spring from ideas inside the community
More measures to combat non-neutral editing and harass-
ment should be put in place
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Proposals against harassment

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:IdeaLab/Inspire/de
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Sources pictures:

Sources pictures:
1 - File:Size of English Wikipedia in August 2010 (L).svg by Nikola Smolenski, Begoon
2- File:InternetPenetrationWorldMap.svg by Jeff Ogden (W163)
3- http://www.translationdirectory.com/images_articles/wikipedia/internet_users_world_map.gif
4- Language spreading through colonial history (own work based on data from wikistats & data on colonialism)
5- File:World map editors.png (own work based on data from wikistats 2016)
6,7,8 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedians
9- http://womensuffrage.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Mind_the_gap1.png
10, 11- from “Charting Diversity” (WMF Germany, Beuth Hochschule) p. 8 (ISBN 978-3-9816799-0-8)
12- Silvia Stieneker: http://i.vimeocdn.com/video/455784503_1280x720.jpg, project page: de: Wikipedia:Wikimedia Deutsch-
land/Women edit
13- FCT Berlin: project page: de: Wikipedia:WikiWomen unterwegs
14- Earlyspatz: de:wp:wikiD, en:wp:wikiD
15- File:Wikipedian.png by Guillaume Paumier
16- http://www.tarafdari.com/sites/default/files/styles/large/public/contents/user148347/news/301335.jpg?itok=s5r3Vm5H
17- File:Beziehung zwischen Wikipedia und der Presse.svg by Niabot (I translated the graphic into English)
18- File:Wikimedia chapters.svg by Cary Bass
19- http://cdn.slashgear.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/wikipedia_sculpture_poland_slubice-291x480.jpg
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Sources
Geographic distribution 
1) numbers and figures on geographic distribution from: https://stats.wikimedia.org/
2) world web page ranking: http://www.alexa.com/topsites/global;0
3) solution on imbalance in geographic distribution - own ideas and ideas of other German wikipedians/ employees of 
WMF Germany
In general
4) the average Wikipedian: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedians
Gender imbalance
5) “Charting Diversity” (WMF Germany, Beuth Hochschule) p. 8 (ISBN 978-3-9816799-0-8)
6) Article from Sue Gardner with thesis from “Unlocking the Clubhouse” (ISBN-13: 978-0262632690) https://suegardner.
org/2010/11/14/unlocking-the-clubhouse-five-ways-to-encourage-women-to-edit-wikipedia/
7) Sue Gardner Blog: “Why women don’t edit” https://suegardner.org/2011/02/19/nine-reasons-why-women-dont-edit-
wikipedia-in-their-own-words/
8) Solutions: Own experiences
Content bias
9) Recent story from a persian friend
10) Problems in the wikipedia system: Gregory Kohs, Wikipediocracy and other unidentified sources
The Foundation and the Wikipedia community
11) discussions with German Wikipedians, meta discussions on various topics
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Quotes
1) Jimmy Wales WP: https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Jimmy_Wales, Imagine a world in which every single person on the   
 planet is given free access to the sum of all human knowledge. That’s what we’re doing.
 As quoted in “Wikimedia Founder Jimmy Wales Responds,” by Robin “Roblimo” Miller, Slashdot (28 July 2004)
2) Wikimedia Foundations Mission statement: https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Mission_statement in full: 
 “The mission of the Wikimedia Foundation is to empower and engage people around the world to collect and de  
 velop educational content under a free license or in the public domain, and to disseminate it effectively and globally.
In collaboration with a network of chapters, the Foundation provides the essential infrastructure and an organizational 
framework for the support and development of multilingual wiki projects and other endeavors which serve this mission. 
The Foundation will make and keep useful information from its projects available on the Internet free of charge, in perpe-
tuity.”
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Videos
1) “Where are Wikipedians from” excerpt from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Knv6D6Thi0 (WMF)
2) “Free knowledge free access” excerpt from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Knv6D6Thi0 (WMF)
3) “Women edit” at Diversity Conference 2013 excerpt from: https://vimeo.com/79973289 (WMF Germany)
4) “Influencing people” excerpt from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Knv6D6Thi0 (WMF)
5) “Dulab Amir” excerpt from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQKm3APswwQ&app=desktop
6) “Gregory Kohs- Wikipediocracy” excerpts from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wsu-QGi-ZWY


